Fine-Granular SNR scalable (FGS) technologies in H.264/AVC-based scalable video coding (SVC) provide a flexible and effective foundation for scaling FGS enhancement layer (EL) to accommodate different and variable network capacities. To support smooth quality extraction of SVC FGS videos, it's important to obtain the Rate-Distortion (R-D) function of each picture or group of pictures (GOP). In this paper, firstly, we introduce the R-D analysis of SVC FGS coding in our prior work. Then, with the analysis and models, we present virtual GOP concept and a virtual-GOP-based packet scheduling algorithm is proposed to acquire the optimal packet scheduling sequence in a virtual GOP. Based on the packet scheduling algorithm and the R-D analysis of FGS EL, an effective and flexible D-R model is proposed to describe the D-R function of the virtual GOP. Then, with the R-D model of virtual GOPs, a practical non-search algorithm for smooth quality reconstruction is introduced. Compared to the quality layer method, the reconstructed video quality is improved not only objectively but also subjectively.
INTRODUCTION
Internet is experiencing explosive growth of video streaming. Since the Internet is a shared environment, it is desirable to encode video with fine-granular SNR scalable (FGS) technologies, so that it can be encoded once, but transmitted and reconstructed many times at different targeting rates. The developing scalable video coding (SVC) standardization project [1] chooses scalable extension of H.264/AVC as a start point, which realizes the fine-granular SNR scalability through sub-bitplane-based progressive refinement of the FGS enhancement layer (EL). Since the gap between SVC FGS scheme and single-layer coding can be quite small, the coding scheme gained significant interest. Note that FGS coding mode has been taken away from SVC final amendment, a phase 2 SVC project is started, which may include FGS coding mode [2] .
To best utilize SVC FGS videos, a bit-stream extraction (rate allocation) algorithm should be employed to optimally transfer the targeting bit rate into the rate assigned to each FGS picture. Typically, there are two optimization goals. The first is optimal extraction with rate distortion sense, which minimizes the average distortion subject to the rate constraint [3] . The second is smooth quality extraction, which expects to achieve constant quality within the constraint of targeting bit rate. Psychological research indicates that the human visual system prefers a video sequence having consistent visual quality [4] . In fact, a video sequence with higher average PSNR, but larger variation in visual quality, is generally considered inferior to a video sequence with lower average PSNR, but smaller variation.
In this paper, since the cascading quantization is a nice method in a GOP [1] , we propose smooth reconstruction between different GOPs and optimal extraction in a GOP. Firstly, we introduce the R-D analysis and models of scalable video coding in the authors' prior work. Then, with above R-D models, virtual GOP concept is introduced and a virtual-GOPbased packet scheduling algorithm is proposed to acquire the optimal packet scheduling sequence in a virtual GOP. Based on the packet scheduling algorithm and the R-D analysis of FGS EL, an effective and flexible D-R model is proposed to describe the D-R function of virtual GOP. Finally, using the virtual-GOP-based R-D model, a practical nonsearch algorithm is proposed for smooth quality reconstruction. Compared to the quality layer method, the reconstructed video quality is improved not only objectively but also subjectively.
RATE-DISTORTION ANALYSIS OF SVC FGS CODING

Rate-Distortion Analysis and Modeling of SVC FGS EL
In our prior work of [5] , we analyze the D-R function of SVC FGS EL with generalized Gaussian model and conclude the D-R function with PSNR criterion should be the left half of a concave function as a whole. After that, in [6] , we further examine the sub-bitplane technology of SVC FGS coding and conclude that the D-R function with mean square error (MSE) criterion should be linear within a FGS layer. Considering the above two properties of SVC FGS coding, a piecewise linear model is proposed to describe the R-D function of FGS EL. Fig. 1 shows the distortion-rate functions and its models in the Foreman sequence.
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Distortion Modeling of Reconstructed Frame with Drift
In the closed-loop coding with hierarchical B pictures, the current frame distortion is dependent on the encoder-decoder mismatch of reference frames and the reconstructed residue frame. Fig. 2 shows the typical prediction relation between the current frame and the reference frames using a pixel-based analysis. A ε and C ε show the differences between the original values and the reconstructed values in the reference frames A and C, respectively. In [6] , using a pixel-based analysis, a simple frame-based distortion model is proposed to estimate the reconstructed frame distortion with drift: 
VIRTUAL-GOP-BASED PACKET SCHEDULING AND RATE-DISTORTION MODELING
Virtual-GOP-based optimal packet scheduling algorithm
From a given FGS-coded bitstream and a specific average bit rate, there are many different ways to extract a subbitstream. The same target bit rate could be achieved by selecting and truncating different FGS levels (or packets). However, the coding efficiency is significantly influenced by the extraction scheme. Typically, the FGS levels should be assigned different priority according to the prioritization order, which is determined by the D-R slope of each FGS level. However it is not trivial to acquire the specific D-R slope of an FGS level since it is not only dependent on the properties of the FGS level, but also dependent on the definite scheduling sequence of the related FGS levels. For a GOP size 8 and 2 FGS layers, there need at least (8+7+6+5+4+3+2+1)*2=72 testing arrangements to achieve the optimal order even just in a GOP, not considering the interference of different GOPs. So it's not easy to acquire the optimal scheduling order in a video sequence.
According to the hierarchical B structure, the drift of FGS levels propagates within a GOP except the levels of the key pictures that could use the base layer as reference. So for simplicity of the priority setting in the entire bitstream, the optimal priority setting algorithm of this paper is confined in a GOP and the key picture levels is considered in a special way. The new concept of virtual GOP is proposed to show the target scheduled pictures and the special treatments of key pictures. Fig. 3 shows the virtual GOP definition in this paper, where the virtual GOP contains two consecutive key pictures and all the B pictures between the two key pictures. For the two-layers FGS coding with GOP size 8 in Fig. 3 , the virtual GOP size is 9, and the number of FGS levels that should be considered for priority setting is 2*9=18. The FGS level size of a key picture that belongs to two virtual GOPs is halved in the virtual GOP. The optimal priority setting algorithm in a virtual GOP is described as follow: E E E E E E E E E for the first VGOP (Results could be derived directly in step 2)). Initialize the level array as the 1st FGS level in the virtual GOP. In Fig. 3 , the level array could be described as array_level =[(0,1), (1,1), (2,1), (3,1), (4,1), (5,1), (6,1), (7,1), (8,1)] (the green circle packets in Fig. 3) , where (*,*) represents (frame_no, FGS_level_no). B) Select continuously the best FGS level with the largest PSNR-rate slope to schedule until the array_level is NULL: i) Calculate the distortion decrease of each FGS level in current array_level. In Fig. 3 Fig. 3, if (4,1) is the best level of this cycle, now array_level is set as [(0,1), (1,1) , (2,1) , (3,1) , (4,2) , (5,1) , (6,1) , (7,1) , (8,1)] (the green circle packets in the right of Fig. 3 ), and MSE VGOP =MSE VGOPdecMSE (4, 1) . 4) Calculate the D-R slope of each FGS level: The level D-R slope of the key pictures in two virtual GOP is averaged, and the D-R slope of other packets is same as the one in the virtual GOPs. In the above algorithm, two significant data are obtained. The first is the priority order of FGS levels in each virtual GOP, the other is the corresponding D-R information of the virtual GOP. The priority order and D-R information of the virtual GOPs is modeled and used for smooth quality reconstruction.
Rate-Distortion Modeling of Virtual GOP
In Section 2.1, we conclude that the derivative of D-R function (PSNR criterion) in FGS EL decreases as bit rate increases, that is, the D-R slope of lower-layer FGS packet should be steeper than the higher-layer FGS packet in the same picture. And in the algorithm of Section 3.1, the lower-layer packet is loaded first to the array_packet, and the packet with the highest D-R slope in the array_packet is always scheduled first until all the packets in the virtual GOP are scheduled. So, generally, we can assume that the derivative of the D-R function (PSNR criterion) in a virtual GOP decreases continuously as the rate increases. Then, as a similar method of our previous work in [7] , the complete formula of the proposed R-D model in a virtual GOP can be described as follows:
where R is the bit rate (bit/sample), B is average PSNR of base layer in a virtual GOP, a, A and b are the control parameter. Usually, a and b could also be selected as constants for a coarse approximation.
To verify the virtual-GOP-based R-D model, three experiments are designed. In the first experiment, a is set as the constant 6.0 and b is set as the constant 8.0. The parameter A is acquired by the nonlinear least-squares data fitting. In the second experiment, b is set as the constant 8.0, and the other two parameters (a and A) of the asymptote are calculated using the same nonlinear least-squares data fitting. In the third experiment, all the three parameters (a, b and A) of the R-D model are acquired through the nonlinear least-squares data fitting. Table 1 shows the means of the maximum and average absolute estimate errors across all virtual GOPs in the eight test sequences. It is observed that the average absolute estimate error of the complete model on all the test videos is only about 0.037 dB in the third experiment. Generally, the proposed R-D model is accurate and flexible, and usually, two-control-parameter model is good enough to balance the accuracy and the complexity of the R-D model. 
SIMPLE ALGORITHM FOR SMOOTH QUALITY RECONSTRUCTION (SASQR)
Simple Algorithm for Smooth Quality Reconstruction (SASQR)
In SVC coding, although the cascading of the quantization parameters over hierarchy levels results in relatively large PSNR fluctuations inside a group of pictures, subjectively, the reconstructed video appears to be smooth [1] . So it is nice to smooth the video quality between different GOPs. In the environments of virtual GOP model, the key problem is how to truncate virtual GOPs to both match the available average bandwidth R and achieve a constant quality arg D for each virtual GOP. To obtain the arg t et D , we need to calculate a combined function ( ) C D , which is constrained by R :
where R i (D) is the R-D function of virtual GOP i , N is the number of smoothed virtual GOPs. Through (3), we can obtain the target constant quality Using the R-D model of virtual GOPs, where b is fixed as 8.0, the algorithm SASQR is described as follows:
1) Calculate the average distortion D with uniform bit rate allocation R : 
3) Calculate the tune weight of each virtual GOP i: 
Experimental Results
Smooth quality reconstruction is the favorable application. To validate the effectiveness of the SASQR, the SVC reference software (JSVM 9, version JSVM_9_0) [8] is used. Eight standard sequences (Foreman, Mobile, Bus, Football, City, Crew, Harbour, and Soccer) are encoded at CIF resolution. The SNR scalable configuration file of JVT-Q009 [9] is used with four parameters changed: the GOP size is set to 8, the FREXT mode is on for using adaptive 4*4 or 8*8 transform, the number of FGS Levels is set to 2, the prediction loop is operated at the highest FGS level. The target bit rate of FGS EL is 0.05 bits/sample (about 228 kbits/s), 0.10 bits/sample (about 456 kbits/s) and 0.15 bits/sample (about 684 kbits/s) respectively in the three experiments. The smoothed GOPs are from 0 to 36 in the Foreman, Mobile, City, Crew, Harbour, and Soccer sequences, from 0 to 31 in the Football sequence, and from 0 to 17 in the Bus sequence. Two different algorithms are applied in the experiments. The first is the proposed SASQR. The default quality layer method is also applied for comparison. Fig. 4 compares the proposed SASQR with JSVM-9 default quality layer extraction at the bit rate 0.15 bits/sample in the Foreman and Mobile sequences, respectively. Table 2 shows the corresponding variation statistics of all the three experiments in the eight test sequences. It can be seen that, compared to the JSVM-9 default quality layer extraction, the smoother quality can be obtained with the proposed SASQR. Fig. 5 shows the comparison of subjective quality between JSVM-9 default quality layer extraction and the proposed SASQR at the bit rate 0.15 bits/sample in the frames 26 and 246 of the Foreman sequence. It can be seen that the subject difference of frame 26 between JSVM-9 default quality layer extraction and the proposed SASQR is little though the corresponding PSNR of JSVM-9 default method is 0.7 dB higher than the one of the proposed SASQR. However the subjective quality of frame 246 is improved noticeably in the proposed SASQR and the overall subjective quality is smoothed and improved.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, first, the virtual GOP concept is introduced and a virtual-GOP-based priority setting algorithm is proposed to obtain the optimal priority order of FGS levels in a virtual GOP. Second, a new efficient and flexible R-D model is presented for approximating the R-D function of virtual GOPs, with which a simple algorithm for smooth quality reconstruction is employed to improve the subjective quality of the reconstructed video. Extensive experiments show the effectiveness and efficiency of the models and algorithms. 
